
As you face the opportunities and challenges of the all-important holiday period in Mexico, the NPD team 
can help you see what’s happening. You need every advantage as you navigate what’s expected to be an 
unusual holiday season. Here’s a look at what our toy industry analysts in Mexico are watching …

Lockdown Purchases

When lockdown began, many consumers snatched up toys to keep their children busy and provide family 
entertainment in the home. Some products or categories may be impacted by these early purchases.

Family Income

 ■ Households with medium to high income levels may find themselves with excess money to spend this 
holiday season, since so many entertainment activities have been canceled this year.

 ■ For households with lower income levels, economic uncertainty can lead to lower consumer spending 
and a more thoughtful buying process.

Shopping in Physical Stores

 ■ Physical stores cover more population and have a variety of formats so items ranging from lower to 
higher prices can succeed.

 ■ Consumers are spending less time in brick-and-mortar stores. That means the time they spend in stores 
could result in more impulse purchases of toys that parents think their children will like.

 ■ On the other hand, less time in physical stores may mean less opportunity for last-minute purchases. If 
consumers are wary of increasing COVID-19 cases, will they skip that last-minute shopping trip? 

E-Commerce: Shopping from home

 ■ There is opportunity for higher-priced items, because less of the population has access to buying online. 
E-commerce is oriented to niche customers and specific products, where it is possible that high-priced 
products will succeed. Plus, there could be less impulse buying of low-priced items.

 ■ When consumers choose e-commerce, there is less browsing to fill the basket. This can  
contribute to a reduction in impulse purchases.

 ■ An effective e-commerce set-up is an opportunity for retailers to gain new customers who  
may be concerned about visiting physical stores.
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When to Expect Discounts?

 ■ In recent years, holiday sales have been moving later into the season, but this year we have seen more 
wide and lasting deals early in the season. 

 ■ Súper Día de l@s Niñ@s, Buen Fin, and special sales from specific stores have spread sales throughout 
October, which could affect December performance.

Will Consumers Shop Earlier This Season?

 ■ Our analysts expect many consumers won’t wait until the days before Christmas or Epiphany to shop, as 
they have in prior years. 

 ■ Restrictions on visiting stores and concerns about COVID-19 will push shoppers toward a more anticipated, 
planned, and thoughtful purchase process this holiday season.

Role of Media in the Success of Toys

Last year, three major movies opened in theaters: Frozen, Star Wars, and Toy Story. With no new theater 
releases to support toy sales this year, watch for a dramatic impact on overall sales of movie-related toys.

Looking Ahead

 ■ Develop a discount strategy for each moment of the season; price reductions at the wrong moment can 
affect overall performance. 

 ■ Anticipate possible early purchases and be prepared to efficiently cover inventories earlier than previous years.

“These factors and others have made this an atypical year. My recommendation to manufacturers is to help 
consumers during the entire buying process. Consider offering an online, interactive experience for kids to 
test this year’s innovations and most-wanted toys and help parents make their purchase decisions. Be 
certain about differences in portfolio depending on the type of channel and develop pricing strategies 
based on channels. E-commerce has shown strong performance for high-priced items and specific segments 
(e.g., collectors). Finally, for e-commerce, retailers will need to provide a unique, “sticky” shopping 
experience in order to gain an advantage in keeping consumers engaged and spending.”

Ismael Mata 
Director, Mexico Entertainment 
The NPD Group

Learn More
For more information, contact your NPD account representative, call 866-444-1411,  
or email contactnpd@npd.com.
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